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 [image: Nick Jones]
 Nick Jones16:17 26 Mar 24
  I have really enjoyed my experience with Digimax. They listened to our goals and wishes carefully and executed everything with precision. We couldn’t be happier with the website and the branding! The communication throughout has been outstanding, emails or calls are always responded to straight away. The entire process was very slick and very well explained.I would 100% recommend !


 [image: Luke Barnett]
 Luke Barnett08:01 09 Jan 24
  Having worked with Digimax for the past couple of years I know first-hand on the professional and unrivalled web and design services they offer clients.The team are some of the easiest to get a long with which goes a long way when conducting such intricate projects.The delivery is always on time and to the highest standard.To anyone considering working with Digimax, don't just consider, do it!


 [image: Nivert Tamraz]
 Nivert Tamraz12:02 08 Dec 23
  I’ve worked with Digimax for some time now and with various team members throughout each aspect of executing the website for Olive Tree Dental. The feedback from patients, colleagues & any visitor to our site has been wonderful. Their customer service is excellent and they work hard to deliver quality content in a timely manner. The lifetime membership concierge has been so useful & the ongoing support post launch of the site is valuable. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them and I already have done on numerous occasions. Thank you to the whole team at Digimax.


 [image: Santosh Makhijani]
 Santosh Makhijani15:40 07 Nov 23
  I was looking to update my existing website for a while, I did look at work of various web designers but I didn't find any x-factor, then one day I was just searching in google and Digimax name came up, I looked in to their work and really liked it, then I started making enquires, they were extremely helpful and knowledgeable, they literally held my hand and streamlined every step of the website designing process.The whole team was well mannered, helpful, prompt in assisting and very efficient.I highly recommend them.


 [image: Dawud Ahmad]
 Dawud Ahmad08:58 31 Oct 23
  The team at Digimax Dental have produced a fantastic website for our dental practice. They were very responsive from start to finish, nothing was too much trouble for them. We are delighted with the end result! Highly recommend.


 [image: Victoria Holden]
 Victoria Holden08:36 30 Oct 23
  We engaged Digimax to merge our 3 existing websites into one, and update our overall design into a more modern, sleek look.Having obtained a number of quotes what stood out about Digimax was their structured methods of constructing the new website, and their options for on-going maintenance giving us more control over updating the website after it was completed.Although as clients we were very slow to move between the stages, the communication from Digimax was excellent, never putting us under pressure to skip forwards and at all times professional whilst guiding us through the steps involved.We are delighted with our new website and the service we have received, and would happily recommend Digimax to others in need of a website refresh or rebuild.


 [image: Gary Cohen]
 Gary Cohen12:44 26 Oct 23
  Incredibly happy with everything Digimax team have done to develop and launch our website. Thank you


 [image: VEERINDER SINGH NAZRAN]
 VEERINDER SINGH NAZRAN16:58 15 Oct 23
  There was no other choice. From start to finish their service has been a 7 star service making the set up of my website very easy. Couldn’t have asked for more. Really appreciate The Team at Digimax for their help!


 [image: Briars Dental]
 Briars Dental07:51 12 Oct 23
  So happy with our new website from Digimax! The team were so fantastic at listening to our ideas and developing a brilliant new site for us, its just what we wanted. Their communication has also been great throughout, any tweaks needed they have responded and acted on very quickly. we would highly recommend Digimax Dental


 [image: Andrea Tocca]
 Andrea Tocca18:37 06 Sep 23
  A big thank you to Lena Raman and Daniel Bujor for the great work on the website. The result is truly commendable and mirrors our intended vision.Lena' s comprehensive guidelines and supplementary resources have been of immense help. Lena's consistent communication and methodical approach have been outstanding throughout this process. I am confident that our patients and the wider community will be pleased with the site's aesthetics, utility, and overall interfacej.Thank you for an excellent job!


 [image: Jasmine P]
 Jasmine P05:19 26 Aug 23
  A fantastic company full of highly skilled team from top to bottom with great infrastructure in place to do a great job. Everyone seems to share a common ethos of friendliness, efficiency and attention to detail. I highly recommend Digimax.


 [image: Bilal Sheikh]
 Bilal Sheikh08:00 18 Jul 23
  Amazing service and attention to detail when making our bespoke website. Highly recommend to anyone!


 [image: The Managers Hub]
 The Managers Hub14:12 09 May 23
  What a great read! A ‘must have’ book with handy tips and tricks to get the most out of insta! Will deffo give business a boost!Delivery was super speedy and the lovely service I received from the Digimax Team, is the reason why I wanted to share my experience with everyone! Thank you! 💛


 [image: Oskar Mason]
 Oskar Mason18:41 28 Apr 23
  Having bought our first dental practice, we were keen to engage with a company who could help us to realise our vision for the brand we are looking to create and design a website that matches the quality of dentistry we provide. Digimax impressed us with their in-depth knowledge of the dental industry especially in terms of what patients want to know when they reach out to a website and what helps to convert that initial search into booking an appointment. The customer service provided by Digimax has been fantastic from start to finish. The online portal meant that we had clear expectations about the information Digimax needed to drive our project forward and they were always responsive to our queries. We are really proud of our new website and would highly recommend Digimax to other practices.


 [image: Kaval Chadha]
 Kaval Chadha14:09 22 Jan 23
  Thank you Digimax for your excellent service. From the moment we first contacted you the process has been very slick and organised!The website that they have created for our practice is brilliant. The website is well presented, informative and very professional looking!I would highly recommend Digimax. Thank you once again.Kind regards, Kaval Chadha. Crown House Dental Practice.


 [image: Ochilview Dental]
 Ochilview Dental08:50 24 Dec 22
  Great experience building our practice website. Journey was so amazing and they listened to me every step of the way.Lena was so good at every step and Ramin helped with initial onboarding .Particularly happy with compliance requirements set for referral forms .Thank you Digimax for team effort .


 [image: Anita Selva]
 Anita Selva17:34 19 Nov 22
  After several recommendations I decided to use Digimax to create the website for our new squat practice. I had some specific ideas about the feel and design already, and could never have imagined how well the team would bring this all to life. Having created a couple of websites myself in the past, I am thoroughly blown away by what Digimax have made.I found everybody I dealt with professional, patient and quick to respond to all my queries. Nothing felt like too much trouble. Huge Thank Yous to Ben, Ramin, Lena and to the big guy Shaz himself for supporting us on Instagram and generally being an inspiration.I have not encountered customer service like this and would not hesitate to recommend them. Brilliant service all round and we are thoroughly happy.Dr Anita SelvaranganSevenoaks Dental & Wellbeing


 [image: Face Studio Clinic]
 Face Studio Clinic22:24 09 Nov 22
  We used digimax to create our website; it was the best decision we made for our business. The process was seamless, and communication and support were amazing. They listen to everything we wanted and brought our vision to life. A special thanks to Brian, Lena, Daniel, Ramin and everyone else who was involved during the process. We cannot thank you enough.


 [image: Ivory Dental]
 Ivory Dental13:33 11 Oct 22
  We have been with Digimax for over 5 years. From initial design to ongoing support I cannot praise Digimax enough. A special mention for Danial who is always prompt in his reply and any issues (usually vary rare) are immediately investigated and rectified. Keep up the great work!


 [image: Vivek Giddani]
 Vivek Giddani08:42 06 Sep 22
  I would like to thank the whole team at Digimax. I am very pleased, I made great decision choosing Digimax for our branding and website. The whole team is extremely professional and they listen to all the feedback. I would highly recommend Digimax if you are looking for branding and great bespoke website. Thank you Digimax team.


 [image: Asim Mahmood]
 Asim Mahmood20:57 29 Jun 22
  Really pleased with the service from the team at Digimax. They have been excellent from start to finish, and the ongoing support is extremely useful. Samuel is an absolute star. Thank you!


 [image: Hiral Patel]
 Hiral Patel09:55 26 May 22
  I chose Digimax for their great reputation and they didn't disappoint! The communication was seamless and deadlines were realistically set and met.We would strongly recommend Digimax for their professional service.


 [image: Emma Harries]
 Emma Harries21:23 15 Mar 22
  Fantastic service from all the team at Digimax with special mention to Samuel. They brought my vision to reality creating the website better than I imagined. Many thanks again!


 [image: Faro Zhand]
 Faro Zhand00:18 09 Jan 22
  Very good customer service and professional service and responsive. I'm very happy that I chose Digimax for my website and highly recommend them.


 [image: Mike Field]
 Mike Field17:57 01 Dec 21
  Really great guys!Lovely to work with, spent a great deal of time making sure the site was absolutely perfect.Can't recommend them highly enough


 [image: Neil Patel]
 Neil Patel13:11 30 Nov 21
  Shaz, Ramin and Samuel designed my website for me. There service is nothing short of excellent! The whole process never seemed rushed, they were extremely attentive and knowledgeable and have a produced an excellent website that we are all very proud of.We’ll be using them again for our practice sites!Thanks again


 [image: Dhiraj Arora]
 Dhiraj Arora10:27 25 Nov 21
  Digimax are amazing at what they do! Having asked them to design my brand and website, I couldn't be happier with the end outcome. The care and attention to detail was very much appreciated and I look forward to working with them on many projects ahead!


 [image: Devan Pankhania]
 Devan Pankhania21:09 20 Oct 21
  Shaz has been great - always offers professional advice and knows how to raise the game! Great company 👍👌


 [image: Paul Midha]
 Paul Midha19:58 13 Oct 21
  Absolutely fantastic company who have created a website that was better than I Imagined. The website has also been nominated for “best website” in both the Private Dentistry Awards and The Dentistry Awards.The expertise of the staff within the company is excellent and I cannot recommend Digimax enough


 [image: Himesh Tailor]
 Himesh Tailor15:53 13 Oct 21
  Digimax Dental developed an amazing new website for my business.They really have gone well above my expectations in terms of quality, customer service and patience throughout the whole process. I’m glad I went for the best in the business!!!A special thanks to Ramin, Samuel and Chiu!!!


 [image: Dave Mantle]
 Dave Mantle12:46 30 Jul 21
  If Carlsberg did marketing and website design for dentists, they would ask Digimax. From introduction to completion, this has been one very pleasurable experience. No off the peg website here. A fully bespoke concierge experience with full team access and support. Thank you all at Digimax, you’re all rockstars.


 [image: Robiha Nazir]
 Robiha Nazir13:17 08 Jul 21
  Shaz and Ramin went above and beyond to deliver an exceptional course and it was evident in every little detail. I highly recommend Clinics courses. Thoroughly enjoyed learning and networking on the day.


 [image: Kreate Dental]
 Kreate Dental13:45 22 Jun 21
  Digimax Dental is extremely professional and they we able to help me create an amazing website for my dental practice. They have been able to bring my website to a higher quality of standard and I couldn't be happier. Thank you Digimax.Kind Regards,Mihir Shah


 [image: R Ahmed]
 R Ahmed23:22 20 Jun 21
  A truly personalised service with a very attentive and understanding team. Go over and beyond your expectations 👌Thank you.


 [image: Zahir&Margaret Kaderbhai]
 Zahir&Margaret Kaderbhai23:29 09 Jun 21
  Fantastic website build and flawless customer service. Highly recommended.
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 Amir12:11 11 May 21
  Great team that worked on our new website. Excellent service from start to finish. Very happy with the result. Thank you


 [image: Alaa Aldaadaa]
 Alaa Aldaadaa21:09 30 Mar 21
  I can’t thank the team enough. Everyone was so professional, helpful and excellent. They managed to work with my busy schedule creating the website I pictured in mind. Definitely recommend them all the way!


 [image: Rossella Petta]
 Rossella Petta15:15 20 Mar 21
  Thank you so much for my free copy. It’s been so useful and it’s also a great quality book. Arrived in no time! Thank you!


 [image: Joanna Owoade]
 Joanna Owoade12:00 05 Mar 21
  Myself and our Brand Marketing team had the pleasure of speaking with Shaz yesterday as he joined us for a conversation on how to best reach our dental customers, and some of the simple strategies we could implement to engage better with our audiences. Shaz has such an inspirational story and had built a huge amount of knowledge in the dental industry. I highly recommend anyone to speak with him if you need guidance with building your profile and following on social media, attracting new patients or a complete overhaul of your marketing campaigns and strategies. I have no doubt, he’ll bring value to any situation.


 [image: Tom Liu]
 Tom Liu14:01 04 Mar 21
  Shaz provides a deep insight into digital dental marketing. My experience with his services have been a real treat and I would not hesitate to recommend other dentists to work with him. I ve gained a great deal from him and the results have been incredible! Thank you Digimax Dental!


 [image: Chinwe Akuonu]
 Chinwe Akuonu15:58 24 Feb 21
  Excellent service! The Instagram book I was sent was extremely helpful, easy to read and of high quality.


 [image: Deepti Katechia]
 Deepti Katechia22:47 23 Feb 21
  Great service and genuinely wanting to help you get the most out of branding and marketing! Shaz has been so helpful and the advice and help given is specific, targeted and honest. I would highly recommend!


 [image: That Dental Blogger]
 That Dental Blogger20:12 22 Feb 21
  Shaz is extremely helpful and professional. His book 'Instagram for business' is incredibly informative and engaging! I couldn't recommend it enough as a business owner.


 [image: Martal Properties]
 Martal Properties16:16 18 Feb 21
  Shaz was kind enough to send me a copy of his book. I found it really useful and got a lot of content which helped me a lot in getting my presence online on IG. The book is easy and fun to read. I do recommend it to anyone thinking to increase their presence online and boost their business.


 [image: Naeem Raza]
 Naeem Raza11:28 18 Feb 21
  Absolutely beautiful piece of work. Informative, educational and motivating.


 [image: Scottish Dentistry]
 Scottish Dentistry10:56 18 Feb 21
  Love the book " Instagram for Dentists" its a bible for any dental related instagram users


 [image: Jinal Patel]
 Jinal Patel19:38 24 Jan 21
  When searching for a digital marketing company I was looking for good reputation, recommendation and a company that would be able to make it as easy as possible (as i have no experience in this field). Digimax is clearly highly regarded within the profession and in addition to recommendations, they understand the profession and requirements well.The communication was always excellent, and they were incredibly patient. I had no idea what I wanted, but I knew what I didn't want. This is not an easy brief to work with for anyone!The website took some time to build, and they never made it feel like any request was too much, even the multiples of little requests for changes and amendments. Very pleased with the outcome.I would highly recommend Digimax. Thank you!Bassett dental and aesthetics


 [image: Jan Einfeldt]
 Jan Einfeldt10:58 16 Jan 21
  This is a fantastic company to work with. It starts with the ethos from the top, the whole onboarding procedure, the knowledge and quality of the product (our new website has been nominated for 2 awards) and the service and responsiveness from the team. Highly recommended! Dr Einfeldt, Clinical Director at Staplehurst Dental


 [image: Yewande]
 Yewande08:14 26 Nov 20
  My experience with Digimax has been nothing but positive. Shaz and Chiu were extremely helpful in helping me bring my vision to life. It is clear that they work to a very high standard and work with you until you have reached ultimate satisfaction. Chiu was knowledgeable, professional and patient when it came to my logo design and I felt that we were working together at a team. I highly recommend Digimax to anybody considering to take their branding to the next level, they are experts at what they do. I am very grateful.


 [image: Angus Pringle]
 Angus Pringle17:11 19 Nov 20
  It was a pleasure to work with Digimax, trust listeners closely to wait I was looking for and communicated effectively to explain how they work and what can be achieved. I’m very pleased with the website, even better than what I expected!


 [image: Saba Raza]
 Saba Raza22:26 26 Sep 20
  Shaz and his team at Digimax have been beyond supportive, creative and professional in the upgrade of my business website. Their efforts have been hugeky appreciated and I look forward to client feedback. Thanks Digimax!


 [image: Sharan P]
 Sharan P16:46 14 Sep 20
  I contacted Digimax as needed some help with updating our website. They were very efficient and helpful and really went out of their way to help me. I will definitely be using their services again!


 [image: Komal Ayah Siddiqi]
 Komal Ayah Siddiqi19:09 19 Aug 20
  I’d like to thank Shaz for his excellent advice today. I had a half an hour call with him to discuss branding. He really tailored all his advice and advised me on small tips and tricks I could implement immediately. I have no doubt I will have a long relationship with the company just from our first call. Thank you again for all your help.


 [image: Faizan Ali]
 Faizan Ali17:36 19 Aug 20
  Fantastic advice, understanding and always has the right answers for all your marketing needs in this digital era. Shaz is a great man with great morals and ethics. Can always put your trust in him and his team. Thank you for your time today. Dr Faizan Ali


 [image: Shoaib Durrani]
 Shoaib Durrani09:35 19 Aug 20
  Articulate and visionary. Extremely helpful and don't only provide you with options to choose, they know EXACTLY what will work FOR you as well. Just love how professional they are.


 [image: Sulaman Anwar]
 Sulaman Anwar15:27 02 Aug 20
  These guys have been absolutely amazing. I have worked with them over the last 12-months to create a website. I started off clueless and Shaz and his team have guided me at every stage. I am so proud of my final website which went live yesterday and cannot thank them enough. I am sure opportunities will arise in the future where we will be able to collaborate together. Thank you Digimax Dental.


 [image: Smile in London]
 Smile in London11:42 25 Jul 20
  Having heard so many positive things from our colleagues, we entrusted Shaz and Digimax Dental with development of our new website. The process was seamless - very professional team who could understand our vision. Even through the Covid-19 pandemic they were committed to their work and helping us develop our personalised site - that just says it all !Would highly recommend!


 [image: David Nelson]
 David Nelson13:58 11 Jul 20
  I had heard so many good things about Shaz and Digimax. I attended his webinar series over lockdown and he didn't disappoint. His insight into his field of websites and marketing are exceptional. Thank you for putting the series on and it was of great benefit.


 [image: CHANDNI RAGHAVA]
 CHANDNI RAGHAVA13:23 04 Jul 20
  Digimax Dental are extremely professional and have produced a beautiful website for us.They helped us with our branding as well. You always get a prompt response from the team. The quality of their work and customer service is exceptional. I would highly recommend them.


 [image: Dr N. S. Sehra]
 Dr N. S. Sehra15:23 03 Jul 20
  I have dealt with a number of different website developers over the years. Digimax is an amazing company who actually delivered what they promised. Special thank you to Sam who was very helpful and professional.


 [image: Kunal Rai]
 Kunal Rai09:39 02 Jul 20
  I came across Digimax through the social media platform. Shaz and his team, have been exceptional from day one and at no point I felt like I was being pushed for anything (which is like a norm these days with most businesses).The team took their time to listen to my requirements and came up with a great concept that matched my business goals. I can honestly say I wont be going to anyone else if i need any further marketing work. They also have a brilliant aftercare team that are always willing to help. Kudos to Shaz and his team members!!!


 [image: Hartej Matharu]
 Hartej Matharu19:39 30 Jun 20
  I can’t thank the staff at Digimax enough for the hard work they put in creating my amazing website. They listened to all the feedback I gave and implemented it perfectly. The process was very easy and I’d recommend Digimax to anyone looking to create a modern, sleek and professional website. Thanks guys!


 [image: Nil Patel]
 Nil Patel12:53 30 Jun 20
  Digimax Dental have gone above and beyond to ensure that every element of the website is programmed and looks as we wanted it to.There know how and quick responses make it very easy to work with them in ensuring your website is up and running at all times.They have a team of people ready to make changes and are reasonably priced throughout.10/10


 [image: mitchell clark]
 mitchell clark12:35 30 Jun 20
  I wanted to supply a really positive review of Digimax on here as I have had fabulous feedback from my patients about the new website which through no fault of Digimaxs has been a while coming about ... but they were very patient with me ! Recently with Covid , they have , at short notice managed to add some great new features to my site to really help the practice comply with e-forms for covid etc and this has been a huge boon for us . The communications from all levels at all times has been superb and i really cant praise or recommend their services highly enough. Thanks Digimax team !!


 [image: Mitul Patel]
 Mitul Patel11:45 30 Jun 20
  Amazing service and very proud of the website that has been delivered!A pleasure to deal with and would certainly recommend!Mitul, Waterden Dental Practice


 [image: H Sangha]
 H Sangha14:16 25 Jun 20
  Used this company for website design and branding. Samuel was efficient and knowledgeable would recommend to any dental practice looking to modernise their website.


 [image: Parklands Dental Practice]
 Parklands Dental Practice19:13 23 Jun 20
  Excellent team, professional and great communication throughout the website build.Very happy with the end result, and all down to Digimax's expertise. Has helped us stand out from the crowd.


 [image: Deepak Mohal]
 Deepak Mohal12:49 19 Jun 20
  Very good attention to detail. Creative team. Highly recommend.


 [image: Neela Plaha]
 Neela Plaha19:17 21 May 20
  I am so grateful for all the information and knowledge Shaz has shared with us through his fantastic webinars and book. His content is clear and engaging - overall it’s been an absolute pleasure learning from a very kind and talented individual. Thank you Shaz!


 [image: Zara TheHygienist]
 Zara TheHygienist13:44 20 May 20
  Shaz has provided very informative information and has been responsive. A genuine person and I look forward to working with him on future projects.


 [image: Ria Shah]
 Ria Shah13:00 20 May 20
  An amazing company for all your dental marketing needs! Shaz really helped me out with perfecting my logo, and I couldn't be more grateful! Having seen some of his work also, I'd really recommend Digimax Dental for logos, business cards and websites!


 [image: ishara hameed]
 ishara hameed12:10 19 May 20
  Thanks shaz that was really informative.... newbie on instagram ... being a specialist dentist is one thing, but showing it to the world is the 'game changer ' ......learning the tricks.... will def get your book... moving the gear up.... thank you for the inspiration...


 [image: Dr Suchi Vaidya BDS PgDip NSFA PgCert AAD]
 Dr Suchi Vaidya BDS PgDip NSFA PgCert AAD19:37 16 May 20
  Im so grateful to Shaz for sharing so much content and educating my profession to the Max! Always inspiring and always kind. Thank you!


 [image: Ricky Ghataura]
 Ricky Ghataura09:34 12 May 20
  Amazing dental webinars introducing the world of instagram! Very well done!


 [image: Zeena Adnan]
 Zeena Adnan17:07 06 May 20
  Great source of information about dental marketing/social media, that includes books, webinars and digital marketing. Highly professional content with great tips.


 [image: Hassan Mostafa]
 Hassan Mostafa19:36 05 May 20
  Have been watching and following Digimax Marketing for a while to help grow my dental practice and the webinars have been really informative and eye opening. I wish they were here in Canada so I can use their firm!


 [image: Risha Patel]
 Risha Patel18:28 05 May 20
  A really great webinar introducing Instagram and its influence for dentists. Useful content that I can definitely work with instantly. Shaz was an engaging speaker with a wealth of knowledge and I’m looking forward to catching more of his webinars!


 [image: mohsin uddin]
 mohsin uddin15:27 24 Feb 20
  Shaz has given me more than website design services. I have dealt with many web companies and allied services but his advice and vision is priceless.


 [image: Rahul Nehra]
 Rahul Nehra16:53 13 Feb 20
  We had been speaking with many website designers and came across Shaz and his team Digimax. From the initial call I could see that they were able to provide the high end site i was looking for. The team were very easy to deal with from start to finish. Putting our website together with all the criteria we had set out was going to be a difficult task but never once did they say no and on several occasions were happy to make drastic changes. The work they have produced has been amazing and their work ethic is second to none!! Taking calls at any time and always wanting to impress the client. We are extremely happy with the site and can see how effective it has been with our new patients as well. We have continued to work with the team and are still getting the same service and continued support. Brilliant set up


 [image: Toyin Akala]
 Toyin Akala18:59 11 Feb 20
  Shaz is incredibly down to earth and easy to talk to, always willing to answer any questions I have! Extremely knowledgable, efficient with an amazing attention to detail. I highly recommend Digimax... all round great team... if I could rate more than 5 Stars I would!


 [image: Sameer Shah]
 Sameer Shah20:33 16 Dec 19
  High quality work, excellent customer service and goes out of their way to help you.Just had a new website built - it is SUPERB! I would thoroughly recommend Digimax.


 [image: Sana Khanlluyye]
 Sana Khanlluyye15:17 12 Dec 19
  I am very pleased with my logo. Digimax was very helpful and kept in close contact during this process. I’m thrilled with my final product and look forward to working again next it’s you.


 [image: Quenna Brewah]
 Quenna Brewah16:59 10 Dec 19
  Shaz and the team were extremely helpful. He thoroughly answered all the questions I had and also gave me so many good extra tips! Lovely and comfortable environment. Highly recommend!


 [image: Suzy Rowlands]
 Suzy Rowlands12:08 20 Nov 19
  We chose Digimax Dental Marketing as our new website provider based on personal recommendations from other clients, and by looking at sites they have created. Digimax understood our needs as an organisation. We did not want a "dental" website, we wanted a business website, based on our needs as a dental academy. Our website is large and complex, and Digimax offered us solutions that work simply and easily. Digimax are incredibly responsive and easy to work with. All the staff are friendly, helpful and knowledgeable, and go out of their way to assist. They respond quickly, and have solved the few issues that have arisen as we switched over to the brand new website.I would have no hesitation in recommending Digimax Dental Marketing. They are friendly, professional, easy to work with, and I look forward to a productive working relationship going forward into the future.


 [image: Ravi Ganatra]
 Ravi Ganatra13:14 15 Nov 19
  I started looking for a company to design the website for my dental practice at the start of the year, and price was my main concern at the time. I contacted plenty of companies and received a wide range of quotes, of which Digimax was actually very fairly priced. It was only when I really started looking into the quality of work produced by Digimax in comparison with other companies that I started to appreciate the value of working with a company who really understands dental marketing.From start to finish, the process has been flawless! Excellent communication and quality of work, really far more than expected.For a busy practitioner, it was so helpful to use the various systems they've created to make life easier, saving hours writing dozens of emails or speaking on the phone.All the members of the team I dealt with clearly communicated very well internally, so there was nothing that needed to be repeated on my end.Samuel, Ben and Neha were amazing throughout, and Shaz was clearly keeping an eye on things and provided valuable input.The end result is fantastic, and in the one week it's been live we've had some new patients already, and very positive comments from existing patients.I wouldn't hesitate to recommend Digimax to colleagues and friends (and already have!).


 [image: Jaswinder Gill]
 Jaswinder Gill08:15 28 Sep 19
  Fantastic experience, learnt so much from these guys, would highly recommend them to any other dentist. On top of that Shaz & his team are excellent human beings!


 [image: Vikki Harper]
 Vikki Harper16:30 27 Sep 19
  Attended the Instagram training today and thought it was brilliant! From the build up and prep in advance of the course to the day itself, everything was perfectly executed. Explanations were simply communicated, great back up resources and a wealth of knowledge imparted. I would highly recommend this day to anyone looking to grow their business or personal rep.


 [image: Nima Patel]
 Nima Patel10:31 18 Sep 19
  Digimax provide such a professional service. I have used them for our logo design as well as marketing advice. Their service is second to none and they really pay attention to detail, not to mention a quick turn around. I would highly recommend their service to anyone looking for unique logo designs and marketing support for their business. Thank you again!
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Dale King



Email: [email protected]


Telephone: 0034 605 457 342 (9.00am – 5.00pm) Monday-Friday




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.

3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.

4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.

5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.

6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.


Show contact details




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

Ayesha Zaka



Email: [email protected]




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.

3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.

4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.

5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.

6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.


Show contact details




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

Dylan James



Email: [email protected]


Telephone: 07594 334 408 (10.00am – 6.00pm) Monday-Friday




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.

3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.

4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.

5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.

6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.


Show contact details




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

Edward Melaert



Email: [email protected]




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.

3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.

4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.

5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.

6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

Amanda Dexter



Email: [email protected]


Telephone: 07714 389 666 (10.00am – 6.00pm) Monday-Friday




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.

3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.

4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.

5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.

6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

Jeanne Naylor



Email: [email protected]


Telephone: 07944 183 904  (8.30am – 6.00pm) Monday-Friday




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.

3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.

4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.

5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.

6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.
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I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details








 

Annie May Taylor



Email: [email protected]


Telephone: 07704 413 515 (10.00am – 6.00pm) Monday-Friday




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.

2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.

3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.

4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.

5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.

6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.
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I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.

Show contact details




I understand and agree to the following:



1) This writer is not affiliated or endorsed by Digimax and should not be considered a recommendation.


2) Transactions between you and the writer are your responsibility and not the concern of Digimax.


3) You are not obligated to use this writer to qualify for the £300 towards your writing bill.


4) Your total spend on the writer may exceed £300 depending on the amount of content you have written together.


5) To be eligible for the £300 writing grant, you must complete your website content within two months of starting and launch your website within six months of starting.


6) The free tools provided on this page are provided as is and do not come with a guarantee of accuracy or being up to date.
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